EXCURSIONS & TOURS
MONTEGO BAY (JAMAICA), 2021
TAKING YOU “BEYOND THE RESORT”

Welcome and thank you for the opportunity for Trip With Shan to earn your business. We are an
American, minority owned, full-service travel agency based in Atlanta with a satellite office also in
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic. Our mission is to take travelers “Beyond the Resort” by providing
safe, fun, and authentic travel experiences through personalized off-resort activities and events
planning. We now provide full, specialized travel planning in the following markets: The Dominican
Republic, The Bahamas, Jamaica, and Mexico.
Each of our tours and service offerings was specifically chosen for our clients, based on their
quality, safety, and of course, the overall experience. We’ve coupled that, along with our passion to
show you the incredible beauty and culture of each destination; allowing you to fall in love with
travel just like we have!
We have worked hard to build loyal and trusting relationships with the local business owners,
transportation providers, hotels and resorts to provide a deeper value to our clients. For you, this
translates to an unforgettable, and worry-free vacation. To help you get the most out of your Trip

With Shan experience, we recommend letting us take care of your needs, while you relax and take
in the beautiful water, soft white sands and sensuous sunshine.
We have something for every type of traveler and can cater to any sized group. We provide
competitive pricing from credible sources that you can rely on and trust will be worth it!
Appease your curiosity by exploring a beautiful destination with us and one of our trusted local
partners and tour operators.

Welcome to the beginning of a great vacation!
Welcome to Trip With Shan!

● City Tour - 1 person, $99 | 2-4 people,
$79pp | 5+ people, $59pp (transportation)
● Shopping Tour - 1 person, $59 | 2-4
people, $39pp | 5+ people, $29pp
(transportation)

● Sightseeing - custom, pricing varies
● Bamboo Rafting (Cannabis friendly) - $100pp
(entry)
● Luminous Lagoon - $37pp (entry)
● Scotchies Restaurant - 1 person, $59 | 2-4
people, $39pp | 5+ people, $29pp (transportation)
● Rastafari Experience (Cannabis friendly) - $99pp
(entry)
● Negril (Day Trip) - 1 person, $279 | 2-4 people,
$159pp | 5+ people, $139pp (transportation)
● Ocho Rios (Day Trip) - 1 person, $279 | 2-4 people,
$159pp | 5+ people, $139pp (transportation)
● Catamaran Experience w/ open bar and
snorkeling - $99pp (entry)
Please be sure to notate whether pricing is for
transportation or entry to the activity. Other costs
may apply to your selected activities.
Transportation will depend on where you’re staying,
how many guests, and your complete and custom
itinerary!

THANK YOU FOR TRUSTING YOUR
BUSINESS TO TRIP WITH SHAN!

